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I. Introduction
[1] Name the three ways we can more effectively integrate geography into our Bible reading. 

[2] What are geography’s two roles? 

[3] What three things did the Bible’s writers and their readers share in common?

[4] Why does it matter that most modern readers don’t have a common geographical 
understanding of Bible lands with the Bible’s writers ? 

[5] What question will this lesson answer for us? 

How Can I Grow My Geographical Literacy?
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II. Develop a Mental Map
[6] How does a mental map function?

[7] Take a moment and visualize a few of your own mental maps of places in your town or city. 
Think of some different ways you use those maps. 

[8] What did a biblical writer expect his readers to do? 

[9] How active and accurate are your biblical mental maps?

[10] How do we improve our mental maps? 
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III. Consider the Connotations
[11] What  two questions are part of considering our connotations? 

[12] Do you have any geographical connotations that are like Nathaniel’s connotation of 
Nazareth? If so, describe how they influence your understanding of and attitude toward those 
places. 

[13] Do you have any places with connotations like the example of threshing floor? Describe how 
they influence your understanding of and attitude toward those places. 

[14] In a few sentences, summarize what the lesson is saying about geographical connotations.  

IV. organize the Bible’s Content Geographically
[15] What does organizing the Bible geographically involve? 
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[16] A helpful process for organizing your Bible geographically would be to trace the name of a 
city or territory through the Bible using a concordance. 

V. Conclusion
[17] For each of the three summarizing points on how to grow our biblical literacy, write a brief 
paragraph sentence  that explains its contribution and its process.

Reflection

Record one new fact or insight you discovered in this lesson.

Application

Many of us have included  the carol “O Little Town of Bethlehem” in our Christmas celebration  
for as long as we can remember. Read Genesis 35:19; Ruth 1:19–22; 1 Samuel 16:1–13; Micah 5:2; 
Luke 2:1–8; and John 7:40–42 and geographically organize the town of Bethlehem in your mind. 
Then meditate on the words of the hymn, “O little town of Bethlehem, how still we see thee lie. 
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep, the silent stars go by. Yet in thy dark streets shineth, the ev-
erlasting light. The hopes and fears of all the years are met in thee tonight.” Your ability to prac-
tice historical and literary geography will probably mean you will sing that Christmas carol in a 
new way from now on. 
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